All About Art
Gallery & Custom Framing
Monthly Newsletter – June 2014

Art of the Month:

“The Wave”
Original Oil by Tom Moore
24 x30
Born in Windsor, Ontario Canada, Tom has been drawing and painting since he could hold a pencil in
his hand. As a child he would spend hours with his sketch pad, finding encouragement and delight in
the response from …. Read more about Tom at http://allaboutartgallery.com/artists/tom-moore/
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Deal of the Month:
Father’s Day Special:
15% off In-Stock Bottle Caddies
Perfect for every dad!
We have a wide variety of caddies in sports (like our “Frustrated Golfer” shown here), occupations
(lawyers, dentists), animals (roosters, dogs) and even transportation (planes, trains and choppers,
oh my!)

And they’re not just for wine. Be sure to ask about our Whisky and Beer Caddies too!

Did You Know…
We coordinate commissions!
Have a favorite picture that you’d love to turn into a painting, or maybe you need the perfect gift for
the person who has everything?
Since a majority of our artists are local, we have the opportunity to build a close artist-customer
relationship, allowing us to “special order” paintings upon request. The means you can get the exact
image, the perfect colors, the perfect size and every other specification you can think of to make it the
perfect piece. Stop by today with an idea or photograph, concept or measurements and see how we
can create a painting just for you!
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Upcoming Events:
MAS Realism Demonstration and Lecture with Max Ginsburg – June 1st at Warehouse 521 (521
Heather Place, 37204). A New York Artist renowned for his realism in both form and content, Max’s
painting express themes of humanity, war, peace, social justice, and life’s many joys. During the
demonstration, he will create a head study from life and discuss the observation of form and color. Space is
very limited. Visit http://www.warehouse521.com/shop/max-ginsburg-demonstration-and-lecture for more
information and to register.

Goya – The Disasters of War – Francisco de Goya’s series of etchings Los desastres de la guerra,
or The Disasters of War, (1810–20). The exhibit will wrap up on June 8th at the Frist.

Steve Mumford’s War Journals, 2003-2013 - From 2003 until 2013, artist Steve Mumford travelled to
war zones in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as to the U.S. military prison at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base,
to create artworks documenting the experiences of American troops, civilians caught in the conflict, and
prisoners being held at Guantanamo. This exhibit has been on display at the Frist since the end of
February and will conclude on June 8th.

New Arrivals:
Millie is BACK!
Millie Jarrett has always been a local favorite in our Gallery, and we are proud to announce that we
have new pieces! Her elegant, abstract style is the perfect accessory to any space. True to abstract
design, she creates her pieces based on the emotion invoked while creating the masterpiece. The
end result is just as thoughtful as it is beautiful.

All About Art aims to provide the highest quality services possible. We are so excited to add this
newsletter to our ever-growing list of ways to serve you, our wonderful customers.
Thank you for your loyalty
-Tom, Geri & The All About Art Family
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